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Virtual Improvement:  
Advising and Onboarding During a Pandemic

Lucy Morrison
University of Nebraska at Omaha

Abstract: An honors practitioner describes various challenges in onboarding and 
training a new academic advisor during the coronavirus crisis . Virtual interaction 
and multitasking skills prove fruitful for training in best practices while also bringing 
experienced and first-year students together in unexpected ways . The author cites 
several improvements in advisement, observing how remote technologies also allow 
for certain privacies and discretion .
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I was not alone in being a Zoom novice in March 2020 . As universities across 
the country (and world) moved to remote learning, the sudden change car-

ried with it the challenging burden of ensuring students would also be able to 
switch and adapt to the new technology while teachers, like me, with kids at 
home also needed bandwidth for their schooling . We bought a Wi-Fi booster 
and struggled to the end of the spring 2020 semester—barely . Onboarding 
a graduate assistant hired to support honors advising for first-semester, first-
time students seemed yet another layer of challenge during the COVID-19 
pandemic . Fall 2020 was only our second year of having a graduate assistant 
in this role, and we were hiring after having worked out only some of the kinks 
the previous academic year . It turned out that we hired the assistant through 
Zoom to work on Zoom, and she learned honors and other university systems 
via Zoom, too, so that she was prepared to serve our honors first-year students 
as they joined our virtual environment . Her onboarding was more efficient 
than those of previous years, and the challenges of operating virtually have 
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opened new screens of possibilities for future interactions—even beyond the 
pandemic .

Previous graduate students were trained in advising best practices in 
person; discussions included FERPA regulations, interpersonal communica-
tions, and training on the systems our institution uses for degree planning 
and guidance . I would pull up screens and walk GAs through operating the 
systems one-on-one in my office . Then GAs would sit in on my advising ses-
sions; they would be introduced to the student coming in for advising and 
then observe the interaction, asking questions afterwards . Having learned 
systems and gained confidence, the GAs progressed to their own advising 
sessions, calling me in for questions or popping into my office briefly to ask 
for clarification on an issue . It worked . We were all operating as a team in our 
small suite .

Clearly, those practices could not work this time around . Fortunately, the 
GA we hired in fall 2020 was fairly familiar with Zoom by August, as was 
I . While the technology continued to present challenges—video faltering, 
students not being able to have cameras on, the constant “you’re muted!” 
reminders—for the most part the university as a whole had adapted to and 
adopted Zoom as our way of sharing screen communities . The GA and I were 
comfortable using it, and we found students adapted to the medium quickly . 
I got used to adding the graduate student in on Zoom meetings as we started 
her training and onboarding . She haunted my Zoom room . She was always 
early, so we could check in ahead of the student’s arrival and I could take her 
through the steps of getting ready to meet with a student . I would share my 
screen and show her how I used the system information to figure out the stu-
dent’s academic background and share with her the questions or issues that 
had brought the student to me .

When the student joined on Zoom, I would introduce the GA and ask if 
it was okay if she joined our meeting, and the GA would assure the student 
she could leave . Then the GA muted herself and turned off her video while I 
worked through an issue with the student and shared her or his record from 
the system . We explored if the student desired a different class, was concerned 
about being online or in-person, or had a question about how to return a text-
book . Students in fall 2020 lost the traditional in-person onboarding efforts 
that would have shown them many angles of college life, and they did not have 
the already-built, in-person community possibilities that would have allowed 
them to share such questions and concerns . The meetings virtually covered a 
range of subjects, but the graduate assistant’s presence was unobtrusive .
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The GA learned, and she learned quickly . At the end of a meeting and 
before the next student came in, she would ask me questions about the inter-
action or information, questions that revealed she had listened carefully and 
was developing her own stores of knowledge . Her questions tightened my lan-
guage of interaction and made me aware of the care with which I chose words 
as well as the ways that some replies were stock answers and should probably 
be posted on our website as FAQs . We held online drop-in Zoom hours in the 
first weeks of the semester, generally a hectic and exhausting time, but if the 
Zoom room was empty, the GA could work on her homework as I ploughed 
through emails until a student dropped in . After a few weeks, the GA was 
almost ready to work with first-year students one on one, developing an out-
reach system to check in with all our first-time students, inviting them to our 
opening semester events and encouraging them to engage in random draw-
ings for actual (rather than virtual) prizes .

The ease with which the GA segued into student interaction led to her 
establishing her own meetings with students on Zoom, and I evolved into 
the guest as a blank corner of the screen, muted and listening as she guided 
students through their questions . She was cautious to stay in the first-year 
question zone, and when the questions stretched beyond her knowledge, she 
would casually invite me to respond so that I could be her wing-woman on 
more challenging questions (on financial aid, for example) . I knew, however, 
that she could handle most of the opening-semester questions herself, and she 
had an ease in conversing that gave me confidence we had found a great GA .

We took further advantage of virtual reality in Zoom even as the student 
was talking; I could empower her navigation of the situation since she could 
use the chat feature with me privately and then share the information back 
with the student . We both had smart phones, so we could also text while 
being present on Zoom without anyone else in the Zoom room knowing 
that we had another mode of communication . All these exchanges, facilitated 
by honed multitasking skills, meant we could serve the students better even 
while the students saw us only as fully engaged on their screen .

As we all adapt to the new normal in a virtual world, it turns out that 
Zoom advising may be a silver lining . The screen separates us, but it also 
allows for privacy and discretion . Students speak freely and openly, confident 
in the security of a conversation that evolves uninterrupted in a way that was 
less likely before Zoom, when an advisee often found other students rattling 
past or dropping in and interrupting . In an actual room, all the social con-
ventions remained in force, with students and me restraining our interaction 
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accordingly . On Zoom, even with another person present, the conversation 
usually flowed despite cats leaping onto keyboards and parents opening doors 
before ducking back . Also, training took place without anyone thinking all 
that much about its progression, so that by the fourth week the GA was han-
dling student queries with ease and confidence while I was just a text away .

We did not choose it, but one-on-one student interaction via Zoom may 
have turned out to be potentially more beneficial to advising, access, and GA 
training . Faced with the October 2020 crunch for advising, we planned for 
open advising hours on Zoom, with each of us jumping into breakout rooms 
to work with a student while maintaining a virtual welcoming space for stu-
dents to join . The presence of a GA on a screen was so much more efficient 
and less physically invasive than in previous years that it could serve as a 
model for future onboarding training . Maybe our virtual connections will 
prove the standard for future advising training and operations now that we 
have all engaged in a virtual reality that could eventually supplement, not sup-
plant, our post-COVID reality .

________________________________________________________

The author may be contacted at

lxmorrison@unomaha.edu.
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